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SUPPORTING VIRTUAL RESEARCH TEAMS – HOW SOCIAL 

NETWORK SITES COULD CONTRIBUTE TO THE 

EMERGENCE OF NECESSARY SOCIAL CAPITAL 

Daniel Richter, Department of Information Systems, University of Münster, Münster, 

Germany, daniel.richter@ercis.de 

Abstract 

Virtual Teams in enterprise contexts have been well researched. However when concerned with 

scientific research studies often focus on a macro level ignoring the individual perspective of 

scholars. I report in this paper on observations made in two case studies on research collaboration, 

one concentrated on a large research network and one on the situated context of IS scholars involved 

in collaboration. I find that the characteristics of virtual work in enterprise and academic contexts 

differ notably. Whereas literature on virtual teams in enterprise contexts proclaim a strong need for 

the support of relational and cognitive Social Capital, in academic contexts rather structural Social 

Capital seems to be missing. I further propose to consider Social Network Sites as a tool to support 

research collaboration, as this IT-artefact seems to positively affect the emergence and maintenance 

of structural Social Capital. 

Keywords: Research collaboration, Social Capital, Social Network Sites. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade we have observed a profound transformation of the organisation and practices of 

research: most obvious modern science is increasingly collaborative (Olson et al., 2008). Multiple 

indicators can be used to substantiate this. Most outstanding among these is the increasing dominance 

of co-author over single author publications (Glänzel, 2002; Wuchty et al., 2007). Similarly the 

proportion of scientific papers with international co-authors has increased (Olson et al., 2008), 

signifying the widespread diffusion of a collaborative culture. Olson et. al. (2008) list a number of 

reasons for this development: the urgency, complexity and scope of unsolved scientific problems; the 

need for access to new, and often expensive, research instruments and technologies; pressure from 

funding agencies; and information and communication technologies (ICTs) that facilitate interaction 

and sharing of knowledge. Despite the strong trend towards it, research collaboration should not be 

misunderstood as a success story yet. For example, most attempts by funding agencies to foster the 

creation of larger collaboration networks seem to fail. An example for this are the Networks of 

Excellence funded in the 6th Framework Programme of the European Commission (Bonaccorsi et al., 

2008). Such collaborations experience tension from the pressure of sheer distance between 

educational institutions and different ways in which they are organised, their faculties rewarded and 

their disciplines structured (Metzger, 1999). Cummings & Kiesler (2008) identify a strong negative 

correlation between the number of institutes involved in a collaboration and the report of positive 

outcomes, with more institutes involved reducing outcomes significantly. Likewise, proximity is still 

a strong indicator for scientific success (Ponds et al., 2007) further indicating the problematic nature 

of distributed research endeavours. Increased mobility is a potential means to support even distant 

collaboration. However this requires extended funding, which is often not available. Consequently 

mostly virtual collaboration takes place. This can be compared to virtual work in enterprise contexts. 

Virtual work in both contexts can be described as knowledge intensive and collaboration depends on 

the creation of common grounds first. 

Hence, these collaborations depend on the mediating potential of ICT. But until now, ICT support has 

not created the expected benefits. This – as could be shown in enterprise contexts (Riemer & Klein, 

2008) – partly is caused by the limited potential of ICT to create a rich communication environment, 

but most likely also has to be attributed to the absence of a clear strategy on how ICT can mediate 

between scholars. Up to now little effort has been made to understand the specifics of virtual teams in 

academic contexts. Only in enterprise contexts a good understanding of virtual teams was created (e.g. 

Ciborra & Suetens, 1996; Orlikowski, 2002). Scholars argue that support for the emergence of 

necessary social structures is needed by such virtual teams (Riemer & Klein, 2008). Lately Social 

Software tools, like Wikis, Blogs and Social Network Sites (SNSs), are introduced in order to amend 

the problems of virtual work in enterprise contexts (McAfee, 2006). Especially SNSs thereby seem to 

have a high potential for supporting the emergence and maintenance of the necessary social structures 

(Steinfield et al., 2009). It is, however, not clear whether similar conclusions can be drawn for the 

academic and the enterprise context. 

In this paper I present observations made in two independent case studies investigating research 

collaboration. I intend to characterise virtual teams in academic context in order to discuss the 

potential of SNSs for supporting them. Beyond that I will point out differences and similarities to 

virtual teams in enterprise contexts. With the latter I want to emphasise the need for additional 

research on virtual teams in academic contexts and that – even though I thing that the usage of Social 

Software bears benefits in academic contexts – findings from the discussion on Enterprise 2.0 cannot 

easily be transferred to academic contexts. In the first case study, we have investigated collaboration 

in an EU funded network of excellence, in which 42 partner universities collaborated over five years. 

In the second case study, the situated context of IS scholars involved in collaborative research was at 

scrutiny. In both cases evidence was found for specific needs of virtual teams in an academic context, 

for the support of social structures. Surprisingly these needs are fundamentally different from that of 

virtual teams in enterprise contexts. Whereas in enterprise contexts the creation of group structures 

allowing for smooth collaboration are most problematic (Riemer & Klein, 2008). According to the 

presented observations this seems to be far less of a problem in academic contexts. However a lack of 
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knowledge on the social network of potential collaborators seems to hinder already the initiation of 

virtual teams. I will draw on Social Capital Theory in order to conceptualise these observations. 

Furthermore, I will discuss the potential of SNSs for supporting virtual teams and match these 

potentials with the specific needs of virtual teams in academic contexts. 

The paper proceeds as follows. In chapter two I begin by introducing relevant terms and the research 

methodology. In chapter three I provide an overview of the most important observations from both 

case studies. I will then discuss these observations against the backdrop of the current body of 

knowledge in chapter four. I present two sets of proposition that structure my discussion, one 

hypothesising on the needs of virtual teams in academic contexts towards Social Capital and one on 

the potential role of SNSs. I end with a short summary. 

2 STUDY OVERVIEW 

2.1 Research Collaboration 

Scientific knowledge production has been changing over the last two decades. Besides the notion of 

increased collaboration (Olson et al., 2008), authors proclaim a stronger orientation towards strategic 

goals (Irvine & Martin, 1984) and the production of relevant knowledge (Gibbons, 1994) as 

discriminators of modern science. Scholars have tried to conceptualise the change scientific 

knowledge production is undergoing, with the most prominent concept probably being “Mode 2” 

knowledge production (Hessels & Van Lente, 2008). “Mode 2” knowledge production, as introduced 

by Gibbons (1994), is characterised by taking place in a context of application, transdisciplinarity, 

heterogeneity and organisational diversity as well as novel forms of quality control. However, a 

notable amount of critique exists towards “Mode 2” as well as its alternatives (e.g. Finalisation 

science  or Post-normal science), most claiming a missing empirical foundation (Hessels & Van Lente, 

2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2008). A general understanding of the change that scientific knowledge 

creation is undergoing is still missing. When taking a look at current research articles in the field (e.g. 

by means of the literature review by Soeldner et al., 2010 or Bukvova, 2010) it becomes obvious that, 

despite an extensive number of publications, research on scientific collaboration is fragmented and 

often carried out as a macro level analysis (Soeldner et al., 2010; van Rijnsoever et al., 2008). 

Research seems to concentrate on conceptualising as well as analysing existing forms of 

institutionalised collaboration (Soeldner et al., 2010), vastly ignoring its emergence and the role of the 

individual scholar (van Rijnsoever et al., 2008). Especially the role of social structures in the 

emergence of collaborative research activities seems to be ignored.  

2.2 Social Capital Theory 

The term Social Capital is defined differently in its various fields of application. The mutual basis in 

all definitions is that Social Capital describes the value of social relationships for actors in reaching 

certain goals (Coleman, 1988; Lin, 2001). Individuals depend on Social Capital embodied in the 

relations and social networks they are involved in, as the basis of social interactions with other 

individuals and moreover for accessing resources not otherwise accessible. Hence one important 

factor of Social Capital is the number and strength of the social ties of an individual, i.e. their social 

network. This social network is the result of individual as well as collective investments in the social 

relations (Bourdieu, 1983). These can be conscious, dedicated investments, but especially for creating 

close bonding with other individuals (rich-type Social Capital) unconscious investments, in terms of 

genuine interest and multiple social encounters, are necessary (Riemer, 2005). 

 

Table 1. Dimensions of Social Capital (cf. Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Riemer, 2005) 
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Nahapiet and Goshal (1998) differentiate between three dimensions concerning different elements of 

Social Capital, a structural, a relational and a cognitive dimension (cf. Table 1). These can be 

understood as building blocks necessary for successful collaboration. First an individual needs to 

know potential collaborators and their area of expertise (structural level). Second individuals need to 

have the will to collaborate, for example created by trust and shared norms (relational level). Finally 

the individuals need to share a common wording that enables them to discuss even on a complex topic 

(cognitive level). Moreover when being interpreted on the network level, Social Capital can firstly be 

seen as bridging social capital, where individuals inhibit a prominent position in a network (Burt, 

1992). This position, also called broker position, allows individuals to bridge between parts of the 

network (e.g. mediation of contact between strangers). Secondly Social Capital can be seen as 

bonding Social Capital, which ties together a group on the basis of trust or social norms (Coleman, 

1990). 

2.3 Social Network Sites 

Boyd and Ellison define SNSs as “web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public 

or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they 

share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within 

the system. The nature and nomenclature of these connections may vary from site to site” (Boyd & 

Ellison, 2007). Typical examples for such sites are Facebook, MySpace, XING, StudiVZ etc. Please 

note that some have criticized this definition as being too broad (Beer, 2008), since it might include 

web sites that feature the above characteristics in addition to different sets of core features. Examples 

of web sites that exhibit certain SNS features, but are not strictly SNSs are Youtube, Twitter or Flickr. 

In this paper however, I refer to SNSs as services that have the facilitation of social networking as 

their core purpose. SNSs are utilized by individuals in various contexts of application for the 

maintenance of social relationships. Starting with University and High school students as the early 

adopters (c.f. Lenhart & Madden, 2007), SNSs are today used by a wide audience and in a diverse set 

of contexts including recruiting (c.f. Thew, 2008), the facilitation of social relation between co-

workers (c.f. Steinfield et al., 2009), marketing (c.f. Richter & Schäfermeyer, 2011) or 

communication on a certain topic (c.f. case on a SNSs for Bodybuilder in Ploderer et al., 2008), 

among others. Studies have found that SNSs can through such usage positively influence the Social 

Capital of an individual (e.g. Richter et al., 2010; Steinfield et al., 2008). I will further elaborate on 

this in chapter four. 

2.4 Methodology 

I present interpretive research and hence will derive plausible explanations in the form of 

propositions, which might in future studies be used to form testable hypotheses. Consequently, my 

research does not aim to present results that are generalizable in a statistical sense, but to generalise in 

a theoretical sense: from data about phenomena to general explanations of the phenomena in the form 

of propositions. Such generalisation is typical for qualitative research (Mason, 2002), and the aim 

ultimately is to ensure plausibility and transferability of results (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Input to my 

research are the findings of two independent case studies (cf. Table 2) investigating research 

collaboration in an EU sponsored Network of Excellence (NoE) and the situated context of IS 

scholars engaged in collaboration. Both case studies have in parts already been published elsewhere 

(Richter, 2011; Riemer et al., 2008). I report here on observations concerning the characteristics of 

virtual teams in academic contexts towards the need for Social Capital. Thus I utilize the case studies 

to derive an understanding of how scholars form virtual teams for the purpose of collaboration, e.g. on 

a paper. Based on this understanding I reason how the use of SNSs could support the emergence of 

social structures fostering collaboration. The usage of Social Software and SNSs in particular is 

intensively discussed in connection to enterprise contexts. Thus I differentiate virtual teams in 

academic and enterprise contexts in order to emphasis on the need for a separated discussion of the 

potentials of Social Software in academic contexts. Beyond that I want to, however, point out were 

similarities exist that such research could build on. 
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The political science NoE Garnet consisted of 42 research institutes from 17 European countries and 

was active between 2005 and 2010. It was organised in nine work packages, in the first of which I was 

responsible for the development and introduction of the collaboration platform. Generally, the NoE 

aimed at increasing the communication between its members by financing visits, conferences and 

collaborative publications. The core element of the collaboration platform used is a knowledge 

management system in which information resources are organised in tree-like structures. Furthermore, 

chat rooms, newsgroups and wikis are provided by the system for communication purposes. Extended 

user profiles and search functionality allows the built-up of an expert database and several tools are 

available for organising the process of information generation, such as a messaging and a calendar 

system. We conducted a Log File Analysis and a Social Network Analysis in order to analyse the 

intensity of collaboration and the connectedness of scholars engaged in Garnet (Riemer et al., 2008). 

Our findings indicated a lack of collaborative activity within the Garnet network as well as a misfit 

between the existing network structures, the resulting requirements for supporting inter-personal 

processes in the network, and the positioning of the platform. To elaborate on the individual reasons 

for the observed inefficiencies, I conducted guided interviews with twelve members of Garnet (three 

senior scholars, six Ph.D. and post-doctoral students and three coordinators). I first asked the 

participants how they perceived collaboration within Garnet in general concerning intensity and 

outcome. Further I asked for the role of the participant in the project and also how and how often they 

used the collaboration platform. Finally I asked for their experience with e-collaboration outside 

Garnet, with a focus on the perceived benefits and problems. The interviews have been transcribed 

and qualitatively coded. The case Garnet poses ample possibilities for reflecting on scholarly practices 

– e.g. the influence of funding regulations on the formation of project consortia – such discussion is, 

however, not in the focus of this paper and left to further research. 

 

Table 2. Overview of the two cases 

In the second case study, I conducted nine open interviews with IS scholars in order to develop an 

initial understanding of the situated contexts of IS scholars engaged in collaborative research (Richter, 

2011). I started by asking for the professional career of the scholar in order to be able to suitably 

interpret the later statements. In the main part of the interview, I asked for contexts of interaction and 

collaboration with other scholars, tools that are used therein, and practices of usage. Further topics 

were the differentiation of various types of contacts and the general usage of tools, especially Social 

Software. My interview participants were three Ph.D. and post-doctoral students, three early stage 

scholars (a Senior Lecturer, an Associate Professor, and a full Professor with less than five years work 

experience) and three senior scholars. I chose this constellation in order to get an overview on the 

development of scholarly collaboration over time. The interviews have been transcribed and 

qualitatively coded.  
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3 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

3.1 Case 1: The Garnet Network of Excellence 

I will start by briefly sketching the main results from the Log File and the Social Network Analysis 

(for a detailed description see Riemer et al., 2008). I will then give a detailed description of the insight 

gained from the guided interviews.  

The Log File Analysis revealed little usage of the collaboration platform for the purpose of research 

collaboration. The platform is used intensively; however usage seems to concentrate on organisational 

tasks, such as reporting and similar. Likewise, the communication functionalities are seldom used. 

These observations match those from the Social Network Analysis: The analysis of the social 

structures reveals that only few individuals in the network are well connected and hence have the 

necessary social influence and access to resources that is necessary to work efficiently. Further 

analysis leads us to single out the following three findings, which are suitable for explaining the 

reasons for the lack of observed collaboration:  

1) Only few individuals in the network are well enough connected to initiate new cooperation. 

2) Only one third of the scientists in Garnet are connected in a way that makes them member of 

a scientific cooperation of three or more individuals. 

3) Young scientists (Ph.D. and post-doctoral students) are generally only poorly connected.  

(1) Initiation of new cooperation can generally be done in two ways: Either one or more of the future 

cooperation partners initiate the contact (internal initiation) or an outside person triggers the 

cooperation without further participation (external initiation). For internal initiation of new 

cooperation, a high direct social influence (i.e. many direct relationships to other individuals) is 

necessary as the future cooperation partners need to know each other. At least this needs to be true for 

one of them. However, we found the potential for internal initiation to be low for most individuals.
1
 

The network mainly seems to depend on a handful of mediators to externally initiate new cooperation. 

Moreover, we found that only about four per cent of the individuals to have a high potential for 

external mediation with 94% having very little to none.
2
 We conclude that the structure of the Garnet 

social network neither holds significant potential for internal nor for external initiation of new 

cooperation.  

(2) Not surprisingly, the low potential for creating new cooperation is reflected in the number of 

existing ones. We could identify eleven cliques of three to four members that qualify as a 

collaboration group. However, only two of the identified cliques qualify as virtual teams as their 

members are geographically distributed.  

(3) The social network observed is in general characterized by a relativeley low number of 

relationships, with the network of junior faculties being even less densely connected. Hence, junior 

faculty members seem to have a very low potential for initiating cooperation. 

Consequently, the observations from both analyses lead us to the conclusion that collaboration on an 

individual level takes place within Garnet to a very limited degree only. This is further signified by a 

low ratio of co-authored publications that were created in the project. For example, only close to 15% 

of the working papers (main format for publications in Garnet) are co-authored. From the guided 

interviews I found the specific reasons for the observed lack of collaboration to be manifold. Three 

areas of explanation however did stand out:  

1) Project and Platform design do not harmonise with the cultural properties of the discipline. 

2) Usage of a project specific platform for collaborative work is unlikely. 

                                              
1 Based on an analysis of the outdegree of degree centrality (c.f. Breiger 2003; Friedkin 1991). 
2 Based on an analysis of the betweeness centrality (c.f. Friedkin 1991). 
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3) Not the collaboration itself, but the initiation of collaboration warrants attention. 

(1) Garnet was concerned with matters of political science mostly. Based on the statements of my 

interview participants in political science, single author papers seem to be much more appreciated 

then co-authored papers. This seems to be especially true for Ph.D. and post-doctoral students that 

have to create a reputation in the scientific community first. Whereas senior scholars do have some 

interest in collaboration on a paper for different reasons, all Ph.D. and post-doctoral students stated 

that they are interested in discussion but rather not in collaborating on a paper. However, Garnet does 

not seem to facilitate the contacts needed for discussion. Multiple of my participants mentioned that 

Garnet as a closed network does exclude too many experts from the discussion as they are not 

members of the project. Besides the reduced number of potential collaborators, the exclusion of 

scholars from other geographical regions is perceived as problematic.  

(2) The interviews indicate that an intensive usage of a project specific collaboration platform is rather 

unlikely. Especially senior scientists are involved in multiple networks at a time, most of which have 

an electronic platform of their own. They state that it is not possible to be actively involved in all 

platforms at a time. Moreover, most of them only log onto a platform in case something is time 

critical or an important event (like a conference) is due. Interest in the electronic platform mainly 

exists concerning organisational tasks, such as reporting or conference organisation. Besides the 

general aversion against such a platform, most participants stated that they rather tend to collaborate 

with well-known partners with whom they share a history of collaboration. As one issue trust was 

mentioned, which seems to be missing in a large network like Garnet, where most partners did not 

know each other in the beginning of the funding period.  

(3) As described above, active collaboration could rarely be observed on the collaboration platform, 

but intensive collaboration generally seems an exception. Eventually, scholars participated in the 

project in order to extend their social network. Senior scholars in the sample stated that an interest to 

get into contact with other scholars in their field and create relationships that can be used for 

collaboration in the future motivated their participation in Garnet. They further perceived the need for 

a platform for “starting things”. This should facilitate information on potential collaboration partners 

(academic and contact information for example) and hence support the process of identifying a 

potential collaborator. Most of the participants stated that a social relationship allowing for 

collaboration is easily created once the initial contact is established. 

3.2 Case 2: The situated context of IS scholars 

Table 3 states some core properties of my participants by listing the current position, country, number 

of former home Universities and for each participant the number of visits to other Universities (of 

three months or longer, separated by semicolon). I categorise my participants into three groups based 

on the stage in their career. In the following, I will describe observations about the emergence of 

social relations. In this I will briefly sketch the importance of certain contexts of interaction (for a 

detailed description see Richter, 2011).  

 

Table 3. Characteristics of participants 
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I observed that the structure and dynamic of one’s social network is perceived differently by scholars 

in different career stages (see Figure 1). The social network of Ph.D. and post-doctoral students is 

basically limited to co-located contexts, namely the home University. They might collaborate with 

other scholars outside the University bilaterally but most of these contacts seem to be mediated by 

their supervisor. Apart from mediation by brokers, the only other thing to help with the emergence of 

contacts for collaboration is extensive mobility. Early stage scholars have a strongly growing social 

network reaching into various contexts of interaction. Their former home University thereby seems to 

play a vital role in the development of social structures since (often rich) Social Capital created during 

co-location can be used for on-going collaboration later on. Further peers that have moved away from 

their University often are the starting point for developing an international network. Moreover, 

mediation by brokers (e.g. former supervisors) is a major source for extending one’s social network. 

Senior scholars report a relatively stable – core – social network containing befriended scholars that 

they interact with in various contexts. They, in contrast to the other participants, do not differentiate 

by contexts but rather by individuals. Bilateral relations are mostly strong ties and, despite 

geographical distance, many such ties turn into friendships. Scholars with whom a positive history is 

shared are the preferred choice whenever partners are needed for any kind of institutionalised 

collaboration (e.g. in funded projects). However, research projects seem to play a very minor role for 

scholars. They are rarely mentioned as a context of interaction and only if asked. 

In general, two observations stand out for all participants that seem to foster the evolution of 

individual social networks:  

1) The high impact of mediation by brokers. 

2) The ease of finding a common base for working with other scholars.  

Most contacts seem to be (1) mediated by supervisors or colleagues from the former or current home 

University. Participants also reported on other scenarios for the emergence of active ties: e.g. 

participation in the same track of a conference (with papers that complement each other) or belonging 

to the same community. However, especially for Ph.D. and post-doctoral students but also early stage 

scholars the mediation of contacts to potential collaboration partners by brokers seems to be essential. 

In most cases, engaging in collaboration seems to be relatively easy (2) once contact has been 

established. Some contacts end soon after having emerged, but the rest often become medium and 

even strong ties in a relative short time span. Occasionally, meeting at social events (e.g. at 

conferences) seems to be sufficient to foster this development. Three major reasons for this have been 

stated by the participants:  

1) Outside of the department the choice of contacts is not restricted by any organisational issues. 

Hence, collaboration partners seem to be chosen mainly based on sympathy besides a general 

compatibility of research interests.  

2) Similar theoretical backgrounds provide a common wording.  

3) When engaging in new projects scholars tend to choose collaboration partners with whom 

they share a positive history of collaboration. 

 

Figure 1. Changing perception of the social network over time 
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4 DISCUSSION 

Despite the different setting in the two cases (cf. Table 2), I could observe strong similarities in the 

properties of social relations and also the role and position of scholars in different stages of their 

career. In the following, I will discuss the observed phenomena concerning the social networks in 

both cases and whether the usage of SNSs can have a positive impact on scientific collaboration.  

4.1 Social Capital and virtual teams in academic contexts 

Research on collaboration among scholars or networks among universities and research organisations 

is rather limited (Riemer et al., 2008). But the phenomenon of virtual organisation of work is not new. 

In enterprise contexts – in contrast to academic contexts – an extensive body of literature exits on 

virtual teams (e.g. Ciborra & Suetens, 1996; Malhotra et al., 2001; Orlikowski, 2002). Collaboration 

is often characterized by a strong need for intergroup Social Capital, but at the same time confronted 

with a distributed and virtual environment that hinders the very emergence of such capital. Especially 

the emergence of social structures in distributed groups is often a problem (Riemer & Klein, 2008), 

with severe consequences particularly for collaboration among knowledge workers (Davenport, 2005). 

Here, the creation of relational and cognitive Social Capital in virtual teams as a basis for effective 

collaboration is seen as a major problem (Riemer & Klein, 2008). Similar problems can be anticipated 

in scientific research. Networking on the institutional level seems to work fine, however, the creation 

of social structures on the individual level is problematic (Barber et al., 2006). These problems can 

easily be compared to those of virtual organisation in enterprise contexts. Scientific research is 

extremely knowledge intensive and collaboration depends on the creation of a common ground first. 

The collaborative part of paper writing, for example, is mostly that of discussing the theme and story 

line of the paper (Kraut et al., 1988; Richter, 2011). Collaborators depend on a common wording to 

enable a precise and hence effective communication about complex problems. The need for relational 

and cognitive Social Capital (cf. Table 1) enabling such communication is comparable to that in 

enterprise contexts. Moreover, complementing experts need to be identified in order to form a virtual 

team, which requires a good knowledge about potential candidates in form of structural Social Capital. 

This leads me to my first proposition that I will further specify in sub-propositions grounded in my 

data: 

Proposition 1: The requirements of scientific collaboration in an academic context are comparable to 

those of knowledge intensive virtual teams in enterprise contexts. Social Capital on a structural, 

relational and cognitive level is needed. 

As described above, the participants stated that they can create common grounds for collaboration 

with nearly any other IS scholar with relative ease. Similarly, the participants from Garnet stated that 

once a relationship with a scholar is established, a basis for collaborative work can be created without 

much effort. This observation is in contrast to observations made in enterprise contexts and despite 

the knowledge intensive nature of research. This can potentially be explained by the fact that scholars 

starting to collaborate usually share a common theoretical background in contrast to virtual teams in 

enterprise contexts. For example, participating IS scholars mentioned that a basic understanding is 

shared with most other IS scholars due to the similar educational background. Moreover, scholars can 

negotiate the usage of a specific wording by agreeing on literature. Consequently, occasional meetings 

at a conference seem to be sufficient to create the necessary relational and especially cognitive Social 

Capital for a successful collaboration. In addition, the intrinsic motivation for creating and publishing 

research comes into play as well. Hence, I formulate the following proposition: 

Proposition 1a: The necessary relational and cognitive Social Capital for a successful collaboration 

can be created with more ease in academic contexts, compared to enterprise contexts, due to a similar 

education and the agreement on foundational literature and theory. 

Nevertheless, problems of distributed scientific collaboration seem to exceed those observed in 

enterprise contexts. In both case studies I could observe severe problems concerning the formation of 

collaborative work groups. In enterprise contexts, there are brokers (supervisors) that force the 

formation of work groups and should have a good knowledge, in form of structural Social Capital, of 
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the experts that are working under their supervision. In academic contexts, individuals with a high 

potential for brokerage exist as well. However, these brokers rather introduce scholars than force the 

formation of a collaborative work group. Hence, in the end, scientific collaboration has to be initiated 

by the scholars willing to collaborate. No higher instance exists – as opposed to enterprise contexts – 

that forces the formation of work groups. The formation of work groups hence has to take place in a 

market situation rather than a hierarchy. Consequently, a detailed knowledge of the social network of 

potential collaboration partners in form of structural Social Capital (cf. Table 1) needs to exist in order 

to enable a scholar to collaborate. Especially in the case of Garnet I could observe a lack of structural 

Social Capital. This observation also held for the second case study, where there was little structural 

Social Capital present among early stage scholars and even less among Ph.D. and post-doctoral 

students. Moreover, anecdotal evidence, reports on other Networks of Excellences, and scientific 

collaboration networks in general (c.f. Barber et al., 2006; Bonaccorsi et al., 2008) as well as the 

prevalent strong influence of proximity in scientific research (Ponds et al., 2007) indicate that a dense 

social network between scholars, which would inhabit such structural Social Capital, does often not 

exist. I therefore proceed with the following proposition: 

Proposition 1b: The most severe problems for scholars interested in collaboration stem from a lack of 

structural Social Capital. 

The described problems are especially relevant for Ph.D. and post-doctoral students. They do not yet 

have an established social network of potential collaborators and nearly no contact to scholars outside 

the own department. This is of course not surprising in light of the limited time they are present in the 

community. Only few chances exist for these young scholars to meet potential collaborators. They 

often do not attend as many conferences as senior scholars, and are not yet visible in communities or 

associations. Consequently, they heavily rely on the mediation by their supervisors for finding 

collaboration partners. Multiple studies indicate that the availability of help has a significant positive 

influence on the scholar’s potential for future collaboration (Bukvova, 2010). Moreover, Boardman 

and Corley (2008) find, that a scholar’s affiliation to active research centres indicates a high level of 

collaboration in the future. However, even if a young scholar obtains access to a lot of potential 

collaborators by means of mediation, the lack of further occasions for meeting other scholars seems to 

be still problematic as can be observed in the case of Garnet. Ph.D. students do often not feel to have 

the opportunity to liaise with experts in their research domain. By relying on mediation, the 

emergence of the professional social networks of scholars seems to be partly predefined by the social 

network of their supervisors. This potentially hinders a knowledge exchange beyond the borders of 

existing working communities. A quote by Bullinger et. al. (2010) further signifies the problem: “The 

second big thing that happened was when I finished my PhD, I discovered two other doctoral students 

who worked on the same problem for three years and we had never discovered or heard about each 

other”. Hence, especially the network activity of young scholars warrants attention (van Rijnsoever et 

al., 2008). This leads me to the following proposition: 

Proposition 1c: The emergence of structural Social Capital in the case of Ph.D. and post-doctoral 

students and partly also early stage scholars relies heavily on mediation. Hence, contact to scholars 

outside the existing working communities is seldom established. 

4.2 Means for supporting the emergence of structural Social Capital 

From the above descriptions I hypothesise that supporting the emergence of structural Social Capital 

should improve a scholar’s potential for initialising cooperation. SNSs have proven that they can 

support the emergence of Social Capital (c.f. Steinfield et al., 2008; Thew, 2008). In enterprise 

contexts it is already tried to take stock of this potential (c.f. Richter & Riemer, 2009). However, 

SNSs mostly seem to affect the structural level of Social Capital and not the relational or cognitive 

level (Richter et al., 2010). Hence the properties of SNSs seem to better match the needs of virtual 

teams in academic contexts, as described above, than that of virtual teams in enterprise contexts. I 

consequently formulate the following proposition that I will further specify in sub-propositions 

grounded in my data: 
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Proposition 2: Means that help the emergence of structural Social Capital, such as Social Network 

Sites, hold the potential to support the emergence of collaborative research groups. 

The positive impact of SNS usage on the emergence of Social Capital is best documented in the case 

of students (Richter et al., 2010). Students especially seem to profit from the usage of SNSs in the 

process of integrating into the new social environment of the University (Ellison et al., 2007). Studies 

indicate that an intensive usage of SNSs in the early years of study enables individuals to draw on 

notably more Social Capital in later years (Steinfield et al., 2008). Steinfield, Ellison and Lampe 

(2008) argued that especially the chance to explore the social neighbourhood (Social Searching) 

contributes to the emergence of structural Social Capital. Social Searchers utilize SNSs to find out 

more about their offline social network in browsing the profiles and friends lists of new offline 

contacts (Lampe et al., 2006). In doing so, context information is gathered and awareness is created 

that improves the ability of an individual to act in this social network. Young scholars likewise have 

to integrate into a new social environment. The possibility to gather context information about new 

colleagues and other scholars could improve their potential to act in this new social network as well. 

Hence it is reasonable to suggest that young scholars could benefit from SNSs in a similar way to 

students making the transition from College to the University. This leads me to formulate the 

following proposition: 

Proposition 2a: The usage of Social Network Sites, in the sense of Social Searching, could support 

young scholars in the transition from student life into the scientific community. 

Moreover, Social Browsing behaviour most likely holds potential in academic contexts. Social 

Browsing describes the search for individuals with the intention to initiate contact (Lampe et al., 

2006). Rarely observed in private contexts, evidence exists that such behaviour is often executed in 

enterprise contexts such as recruiting (Thew, 2008). Such behaviour could facilitate contact between 

scholars with similar academic interests who otherwise would not meet. Furthermore, functionality 

exists, that reveals the shortest (social) path between two individual, in form of: You do not know 

David, but your friend Ben knows Mary who again knows David. Hence the identification of the 

shortest social path, e.g. to connect with David, who is part of your extended social network, can 

support the identification of potential brokers, namely Ben and Mary in this case. These could then act 

as brokers and mediate contact. In both cases I found mediation to be one of the most important 

means to establish contact with potential collaborators. In this, often (former) supervisor act as 

mediators. This creates access for scholars, e.g. Ph.D. students to the social network of their 

supervisor. However, the reach is limited to the direct social network of their supervisor(s). Engaging 

in Social Browsing behaviour, also individuals from the extended social network could be target to 

mediation, like illustrated above. Moreover such functionality does not depend on a certain tie quality. 

Thus the mediation potential inhabited in weak ties could be utilized as well. Drawing on the typology 

by Bullinger et al (2010), especially research directory sites – that focus on the identification of 

scholars according to certain criteria – and research awareness sites – that keep the user informed on 

news in the network or their field of research – are sites that can support the emergence of structural 

Social Capital. I hence derive the following proposition: 

Proposition 2b: Exploring the larger social network of an individual by means of Social Network Sites 

could build grounds for utilizing the bridging Social Capital that is owned by brokers even for 

facilitating contact in the extended social network of an individual. 

Further SNSs are widely used for the management of weak ties (Schaefer, 2008; vom Brocke et al., 

2009). In the sample of IS scholars about half the participants used SNSs for this purpose. The 

functionality of some SNSs to store a history, for example stating the date of the last meeting, was 

perceived as especially helpful. But, more significantly, the other half stated that managing weak ties 

is problematic to them. In this keeping track of individuals once meet and moreover the context in 

which the meeting took place was mentioned as problematic. Hence weak ties for these individuals 

usually turn into dead ties soon after having established. By maintaining weak ties, such ties as are, 

for example, created by a one-time meeting on a conference, scholars can more easily create a large 

social network of potential collaborators they can draw on later. I hence conclude with the following 

proposition: 
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Proposition 2c: Social Network Sites hold the potential to support the maintenance of weak ties and 

hence enable a scholar to create a large social network of potential collaborators. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper I have interpreted observations made in two case studies on virtual research collaboration 

in an academic context, with special emphasis on the necessity of Social Capital emergence and 

maintenance in supporting such collaboration. I further reasoned how Social Network Sites (SNSs) 

could benefit scholars in creating and managing a professional social network. I found evidence that 

the need for Social Capital in academic contexts is very different compared to that of virtual teams in 

enterprise contexts. Instead of a lack of relational and cognitive Social Capital, I rather observed a 

lack of structural Social Capital in the academic context. Despite the existing trend to utilize SNSs in 

enterprise contexts, there is no evidence that they can significantly help the emergence of relational 

and cognitive Social Capital. However, multiple studies indicate that SNSs can have a notable 

positive influence on the emergence of structural Social Capital. Hence I propose to further 

investigate the potentials of SNSs for usage in academic contexts. Research on this subject is still in 

its infancy. Special research attention is warranted for investigating the specific needs of scholars for 

using SNSs in the context of research collaboration. I hope that my paper can motivate others to 

investigate the characteristics and needs of virtual work in academic contexts in more detail. 
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